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I’d like to thank the following contributors, without whom this newsletter would not be possible
Martin Dilly, Alan Jupp (Some of the plans), David Kinsella, Dave Bishop, Tony Tomlin, Richard 
Bavin, Bryan Targett, Phil Smith, Geoff Goldsmith.

If you can contribute any articles, wish to make your point of view known etc please send to james.i-
parry@tiscali.co.uk or phone 01202 625825. Should you email me an article please don’t use “Reply 
all” as it may be circulated to all recipients of the newsletter.

If you are using Word or Open Office the top and bottom margins are 2.3cm and left and right 1.9cm

The content does not follow any logical order or set out, it’s “as I put it in and receive”.

Writings and opinions expressed are the opinion of the writer but not necessarily the 
complier/publisher of Sticks and Tissue.

John Maddaford with his replica (1983) Westbury Zephyr (1936)
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1961 World Free Flight Champs by Martin Dilly

Seeing the pictures from the 1961 World Free Flight Championships at Leutkirch reminded me that I 
took a few there. I’d bought a Leica IIIA (for a cool £39 in those days) and was using a 5cm Elmar 
and a 13.5cm Hektor to shoot Agfacolor transparencies, for those who are photographically inclined, 
but for some reason can only lay hands on B&W copies. 

The first shot is of an unknown Finnish F1A glider flyer; this was before the advent of circle towing 
made life much less demanding on the less energetic amongst  us. Note the forest  lurking in the 
background; Leutkirch was a smallish grass airfield in southern Germany.

The next one is of another Finnish flyer,  Harry Raulio, 
who placed eighth in F1C; not sure what the engine was, 
but he used a hearing aid,  which he presumably turned 
down  during  launch.  It’s  interesting  to  note  that  there 
were at least two sponsors for the Championships,  Uhu 
and Dextro-Energen,  going by the  bibs.  The  Deutscher 
Aeroklub has always seemed to manage the commercial 
side of model flying rather well. With their co-operation 
for many years Graupner put quite a lot of money into the 
highly  successful  Kleine  Uhu  contest  for  under-16s, 
which attracted tens of thousands of entrants every year, 
yet Ripmax, who handled the Graupner range in the UK, 
made no effort to do anything similar here. What a wasted 
opportunity. Just think what it would mean even if only 
1% of those kids took up model flying seriously.

Anyhow,  the  final  Leutkirch  picture  is  of  the  F1B 
Wakefield  winner,  George  Reich  of  the  USA,  being 
congratulated by Vladimir Matveev of the Soviet team. A 
later  development  of  this  model  is  in  Frank  Zaic’s 
1964-65 Yearbook.

My journey to  Leutkirch  was not  without  incident  that 
year.  I  had borrowed a Morris  Minor 1000 van from a 
Croydon & DMAC colleague, Ron Martin (who used to 
pit  for  Norman  Butcher  in  team races).  Heading  south 
from Boulogne  in  the  dusk  and  batting  down a  hill  at 
Hesdin,  with  a  right-hand  curve  at  the  bottom  I  was 
dazzled as someone parked on the other side of the road 
put his headlights on. Remembering to have any mishap 
on the righthand side of the road but overcooking it on the 

inside of the bend, we left the road and demolished three 
yards  of  concrete  bridge  parapet  over  the  river  at  the 
bottom,  pushing  the  steering  wheel  into  the  almost 
horizontal London bus configuration with my chest, long 
before the days of. seat belts. The next morning, returning 
to  the  scene,  we  noticed  two  other  layers  of  smashed 
parapet under ours, with increasing coatings of weed on 
them, so it was clearly a popular spot for it.

The problem then arose of how to continue to Leutkirch, 
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with  modest  chest  bruising,  but  luckily  my travel 
insurance included a replacement car; in our case it 
turned  out  to  be  a  distinctly  whizzy  pale  blue 
Panhard PL-17, with an 850 c.c. air-cooled flat twin 
engine, which got us to the Champs in some style.

Another couple of prints surfaced recently. One is of 
J.B.  Allman’s  Grasshopper  that  won  the  1934 
Wakefield event. It was taken years ago at one of 
Alwyn  Greenhalgh’s  talks,  probably  at  the  Royal 
Aeronautical  Society.  He  was  always  highly 
enthusiastic  but  to  me  it  seemed  a  shame that  he 
gave the impression that he was talking about a dead 
activity that ended in about 1950, instead of being a 
continuum that carries on to the present day,  with 
constant development  en route.  Again,  a bit  of  an 
opportunity wasted, specially as the audiences were 
often of young people

The final one I took at the first World Free Flight 
Championships  for  Juniors,  held  in  1988  at  the 
gliding centre at Leszno in Poland, where I was on 
the FAI jury.  It’s another pre-War Wakefield,  this 
time one flown by Polish team member Jan Bury at 

the 1938 finals at Guyancourt, France. When the Germans invaded Poland, Jan hid the model in a 
disused bread oven, which he then bricked up, opening it up again when the Soviet advance had 
passed his town in 1945. Jan flew the model briefly at the Junior Championships, but sadly died 
about ten years ago. 
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Mossie and Astro Hog from Bryan Targett

Seeing the photos taken at Radlett in 1955 recalled memories of this control line Mossie, we flew 
this at that meeting, which was attended by Group Captain John Cunningham, he held the model 

before we flew it, but none of us took a photo!!
It was powered by a couple of AM 25 diesels.
I had this model until last year, along with the engines 
but sold them all following a big clear out, the Mossie 
looked as if it had come of second best in a dogfight.
Yes it did fly with the 3 bladed props

An 
ASTROHOG 
tarted up a bit, 
AXI motor, 5S 
LiPo.
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Photos for S&T from Richard Bavin

Jaded Maid - on electric 330W motor, 8x6 folding prop 
1500-11.1 Lipo, 
achieves 14:1 
ratio in still air. 
Near vertical 
spiral climb, on 
right/right climb – 
glide pattern, 60% 
CoG.
Should be competitive Ratcliffe Trophy entrant but only in 

still air as penetration is very poor, and sinks like a lift if you try to push it into wind.

Brooklyn Dodger – Belair cnc part kit build, all parts a 
beautiful fit as expected, flies wonderfully well with 
“authority” with E.D. Comp Special.  (Which is 
responsible for oil stains on my shirt in Jaded Maid 
photos, but a lovely smelly, dirty, oily old diesel, full of 
character).  Needed 6ozs of ballast though, so it would 
be worth making the tailplane structure a lot lighter, to 
reduce or eliminate the ballast and improve 
performance, which is already pretty good.

Vic Smeed Electra – A story of nostalgia.  My good friend Barry Finneran happened to mention that 
back in the fifties his first successful Radio model was the 
Electra, and how an Electric version would indeed be a 
desirable object to bring 
back happy memories. 
With this in mind, 
perchance I had an 
Electra plan, so started 
work, and eventually 
presented Barry with 

the Electra in the photographs.  Profilm covered, and 
400Watt motor up front.
As usual with Vic Smeed designs, the Electra flew 
faultlessly, no trimming required.  The 400W motor providing ample power for take off if grass gets 
longer and a heart warming sight to see it drifting silently 
across the evening sky like a ghost from a by-gone era.  My 
thanks to Vic Smeed for another real “Beaut”.  So lets see a 
few more of these gracing our skies. 

Happy Harold – One here for you James, needs a young sharp 
witted chap as yourself to fly it, Elfin 2.49 Radial mount diesel 
up front. 
Being elderly and frail I daren’t try this one myself, but look 
forward to seeing it flown at Cocklebarrow later this year.  I remember having a few of these back in 
the past, and can recall them being pretty hairy then.  So best of luck when you fly it.  Current 
projects are 106” Dallaire Sporster and 96” Guff, hoping I can find a volunteer to run with the wing 
tip for take offs – young Howkins springs to mind!!
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Can anyone name this model

Can anyone help me on the following picture, which was 
taken by me in 1961 in Malta.  The aircraft was built by me 
but for the life in me cannot remember the models name, I 
have been down various avenues but no one seems to 
recognise it, can you put a name to it for me ‘cos this has 
been driving me crazy for quite a long time. Thank you - Ray 
Bull

Oliver Gowring

I was sad to hear that Oliver passed away in May.  The details I’m sure will appear elsewhere in due 
course so the little I know I won’t go into but Middle Wallop won’t quite seem the same without 
Oliver in his distinctive attire and recognisable models.

Alex McDonald

Yet another sad note this time regarding Alex McDonald who recently passed away.  I’d known him 
only a relatively short time, which is regrettable as the long chats we used to have lasted hours but 
seemed like minutes.  He related so many stories about his time as Mercury rep working with H J 
Nicholls of course but also Bill Morley, Eddie Keil and so many more.  I have no doubt that there 
will be a fuller obituary in other publications.  Away from aeromodelling I was entranced by his 
many recollections of his driving.  Not sure if he was a stunt driver but he oft mentioned Jack 
Brabham as the teacher of his driving skills and it seems like yesterday when he related the story of 
driving a drophead Humber in the film starring Jack Warner I believe he said called the Blue Lamp 
when the then to become Dixon of Dock Green was killed on the big screen and apparently caused a 
big stir at the time.  His part was to drive said car into a garage without opening the doors.  The doors 
were constructed of balsa, had to be didn’t they, and most of the front of the car was re done in paper 
maché mainly the wings.  Cameras rolling he passed the camera marker under the car, he was proud 
that when measured he was ¼ inch off centre at high speed and smash into the balsa doors.  These of 
course broke up but the wings well they were completely unharmed.  He tumbled out of the car when 
the camera was panning in another direction onto the floor and kicked hell out of the wing to make it 
crumple.  The cameraman realised what was happening and did not focus onto the front of the car 
until Alex had got out the way.  I hope one day I can see the film I daresay there is a DVD around. 
Another story he told and it shames me that I can’t recall the name of the vehicle was that he was 
asked to drive and accepted the largest lorry ever to go on roads in this country.  Whilst the route was 
well planned there was still the odd bridge where tyres had to be all but deflated before the lorry 
could pass through.  He was full of anecdotes some I can’t possibly mention, as there are persons still 
around who may well be embarrassed.  It was a very sad day when I heard that after a yearlong 
illness he had finally succumbed in Poole Hospital although I’m glad I was able to visit.
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Debutante     Geoff Goldsmith

This is the big deb 
Saito 45, one pic. is 
me and Dennis 
Bryant at Deanland 
2002, the model 
was made in1989 
and is still going 
strong.
I had one as a kid 
Mills 75, and later 
1998? with rc many 
flights till launched 
with rx off! never 
seen again.  
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INDOOR FLYING             7pm to 10pm

TUESDAY 23rdSEPTEMBER 2008
TUESDAY 14TH OCTOBER 2008              
TUESDAY 11TH NOVEMBER 2008
TUESDAY 9TH DECEMBER 2008

ALLENDALE CENTRE, HANHAM RD, WIMBORNE, BH21 1AS

FREE PARKING IN PUBLIC CAR PARK IN ALLENDALE RD

FREE FLIGHT ONLY

PRIZES FOR LONGEST FLIGHT AND LONGEST SCALE FLIGHT

FLITEHOOK IN ATTENDANCE

Adult Flyers £3     Accompanied Juniors & Spectators £1

CONTACTS: JOHN TAYLOR TEL. No. 01202 511502 
                       ROY TILLER e-mail roy.tiller@ntlworld.com          
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Antik – ModellflugtagAntik – Modellflugtag

Sonntag   6. September 2008
Verschiebedatum:  Samstag 13. September 2008

Modellflugplatz der MG – Bern in Mühlethurnen

Anmeldebogen

Name:                                                                         Vorname:                                                       

Adresse:                                                                                                                                             

Tel. Nr.                                                                       E  -Mail :                                                        

Modell für die Wertung ( Wenn Teilnahme erwünscht )

Modell - Name:  ........................................................................................................
Jahrgang der Konstruktion :  .....................         
Motorisierung  :  .......................................................................................................
RC – Funktionen :  ...................................................................................................
Frequenz :  .....................................  Kanal  :  ..........................................................

Weitere  Modelle:  ....................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
Anmeldung bitte einsenden an : Urs Brand

Belpbergstrasse 8
3123 Belp
Tel . 031 819 01 20
E –Mail     brand.maler@bluewin.ch

Auskunft über die Durchführung am Vorabend ab 19: 00
Anmeldeschluss  : 30. August 2008
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Plan available from Tony Penhall      01480472658
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Old Warden Mayfly 

I went up there to join in with the Tomboy competition and also have a look around generally 
including the museum.  The latter never happened neither did viewing the C/L area.  Time seems to 
disappear so quickly.   Tony Tomlin relates the Tomboy event below so I’ll stay mute on that.
There was a good collection of FF modellers and I suppose the climax was the Ebeneezer mass 
launch, which of course I missed, still I had half an hour wandering around the FF area and took a 
few photos below.  The R/C side was busy but still no return to the numbers that used to attend say 
15 years ago although frequency clashes got me a bit hot under the collar.  Photos tell it all.

                       
Vic Smeed and Tony Tomlin sparring up to each other!
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                                                                                              John Maddaford this time in full view
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David Boddington and Jedelsky winged FF model
Now I know how he does so much, he’s got three hands!
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                                                                                Roger Godly after flying Dave Bishop’s Tomboy
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Hi James
I see in the March issue the results of the 1960 nats, when my old club mate the late Frank van Den 
Burgh was 1st and another mate Ted Coppard was 2nd, Ted used to run Woodside models in Shirley 
near Croydon until a fire closed the shop.
I have some pictures taken on Biggin Hill of Ted and others, and also of the Bromley club members 
taken at the 1994 reunion at Goosedale.
That was the last time I saw frank as he died a few months later, he was the best and a real gent.
In my humble the period around 1959 1966 was a golden age for R/C with new technology appearing 
almost monthly.
Regards
Geoff Goldsmith
 As a PS in the last BMFA news is a report on the 1962 world champs at Kenley, Tom Brett and 
Harry Brooks were in fact joint world champs, as the rules at the time needed their scores to differ by 
a certain % they did not! They flew off to decide who would hold the trophy.
I was there as part of the Bromley club we had to repair Frank VDB model over night no cyno then!

Old Warden Sunday May 11 by Dave Bishop
 
A beautiful sunny day with a light wind right down the runway greeted us and so many friendly and 
helpful people making for a perfect day out. We had to go through the village of Old Warden to gain 
access because the main gate was closed but at he end of the day someone had opened it and it saved 
a couple of miles and time to get back home.
 
Totally Different.
How many shows do you go to where some official is being officious so much so that you probably 
wish you hadn’t bothered to get out of bed in the first place? Not so at Old Warden on that particular 
day to me anyway, although there was a whisper that there was one (or two) who had been 
embarrassing on previous days that weekend but I’ll not go into that. The atmosphere was a good one 
throughout the whole day with occasional announcements on the new PA system being made by 
Mike Reynolds giving notice of the many events taking place throughout the day. The right had end 
of the runway was the radio control section run by a relaxed team of welcoming smiling chaps that it 
took me back to my days when I ran the Family Model & Craft show at Plumpton Racecourse, where 
anyone in charge who got “over the top with their own importance” was removed immediately. In 
the twenty years of the show I had to remove just four people doing different jobs for me, for being 
rude to customers, as I recall.
     The free flight area was to the left of the R/C line where there were many free flight models and 
how superb some of them were. Sheila Sheppard was making a very long list of the 150 plus, 
entrants for the Ebenezer competition. I remember reading in Radio Control Model Flyer magazine 
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that last years event was held in pouring rain. Not so this year and if there had been an ice cream 
wagon along with the many trade stands behind the flight line, they would have needed an armed 
guard to escort them home at the end of the day. 
  The far side of the field was the place where all of the Ebenezer’s were launched “on mass” and 
what a sight that was. Around the corner to the left hand side of the control tower were the control 
line models and carried deck landing event. There was some super electric flying there as well.
    Back to the R/C line and there were some excellent models of every discipline which eventually 
included a mass launch of Tomboy’s where some 14 of them took to the air. My own Tomboy was 
going for its third flight as I had experienced balance problems. I needed to put quite a chunk of lead 
in the nose up by the Mills .75 to get it to balance on the main spar and even then had to move the 
wing back at least half an inch. I must confess that I envy modellers who can build light models. I 
have never been able to do this but I do know that even a heavy model, if trimmed right, will fly 
right, maybe not for so long, but it will still give great pleasure to its owner. 
   
A Dear Friend.
A very dear friend of mine was the late Alex McDonald and he told me at the Wings & Wheels show 
last year that he had been given till Christmas to live as he had terminal cancer. We had known each 
other for many years and I mentioned to him that I was building a Tomboy. He immediately said 
you’ll need a Mills .75 for it and two days later one came through the post in a jiffy bag from him. 
That is the sort of man he was.

 My Tomboy.
Well try as I might I couldn’t get any more than just over a minute on a test run with my Mills diesel 
and it was with the help of Robert Newman at Avicraft at Bromley who suggested modifications to 
the tank so that I could at least get something around a three minute engine run.
  And it was with this “mod” that a team was formed at Old Warden (on that beautiful sunny 
Sunday), of Roger Godley (pilot) Neil Tidy (engineer) and me (bowser). Mind you it didn’t go up 
with the rest of the chaps in the mass launch but some 30 seconds later. Oh and by the way, it wasn’t 
entered into the competition anyway. That bit of paperwork sort of got missed somehow but at least 
the Mills engine ran for at least 3 minutes.
 
Flight Times.
Thermals were in abundance and so it proved with many of the models in this slot and the winning 
time was given as some 14 minutes plus.
   Roger piloting mine found a huge thermal and it eventually landed well after all the rest of the 
models had landed and it was later that some kind person told me that mine had flown for over 
sixteen minutes. A great day that!
 
Summary.
   For me the day was a joy to attend and it was when talking to one free flight modeller who had a 
superb Wakefield (a proper one from the late 40’s early 50’s) that I heard about the show elsewhere 
at Odiham over the August Bank Holiday. He said that a whole long flight line with hundreds of 
similar modellers attending was there to be had, with exactly the same atmosphere throughout the 
weekend as at Old Warden, on the day I visited. 
     I must confess that in retrospect I had a very nice enjoyable visit to the British National 
Championships at Grantham last year when the BMFA kindly invited me as an honorary member to 
be a guest over that same weekend.
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Dave Bishop and Dave Boddington                                     A Col Bowden model flew well R/C. 

    

Buzzard Bombshell 72” at 4lbs                                            The “Boss man” Ken Sheppard editor of
 Super Custom 52 from Tony Tomlin                       Radio Model flyer magazine with his Junkers 52

Team Tomboy with Neil Tidy (mechanic)               Flying Flea from Dave Gardiner, ASP 32 engine,
me (bowser) and Roger Godley (pilot).                   AUW 3 and at half pounds. It’s had) hundreds of
                                                                                flights and a joy to see in the air at Old Warden.

  
  

Neil Tidy with his Flair Stearman 150 Laser engine.                 Roger Godley picks up his Shuttelworth
                                                                                    colours Flair Tiger Moth with a Laser 150 motor
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My Tomboy being launched by Neil Tidy, with thanks to Dave Boddington who gave me the plan 
originally.
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A nice looking plan of a Spitfire with plug in wings and for .5cc (Dart).

Tomboy3s at Old Warden Mayfly by Tony Tomlin

Sunday 11th of May, 2008, saw a total reversal of weather conditions from the first round of the 
Tomboy 3s league, six weeks ago, at Wellingborough, Northants. This time the sun shone solidly 
throughout the day with a light breeze springing up in the afternoon. 
Competitors came to this popular event, in some cases, travelling long distances. Prospective 
competitor John Wheeler, from Merseyside, had been building and covering his Tomboy, in his 
caravan, since the previous day but, sadly, time caught up with him before he could complete it. 
Lined up for the 2pm start was John Wingate, the SAM 35 Radio Secretary, from Anglesey, flying in 
the Tomboy3s competition for the first time. Tom Airey and David Boddington, who took honours in 
the Tomboy League last year were both hoping to repeat their previous successes. Also present were 
Tony Coulsdon and Tony Tomlin, both following the latest trend using 2.4GHz radio equipment. 
Colin Shepherd, flying Tomboys3s for the first time at Old Warden, made very competitive times in 
the preliminary rounds, whilst other strong competition came from James Parry [Wimborne] and 
Geoff Stubbs [Oundle]
All eight competitors made it to the fly off, having completed two preliminary flights of over 4 mins. 
It was hoped for 10 entrants but this was not to be, as John Strutt, from Essex, had radio problems 
with the loss of his model and Tony Overton was in a similar situation but luckily, in his case, the 
model was found.
As before at the fly off, all contestants, after lining up, were given 90 secs start up time and a 10 
second count down, before all launching together. The visual system used this year worked well and 
all models climbed swiftly, making the most of their 3cc fuel allowance. It soon became apparent 
that Tom Airey, winner of 3 rounds in 2007, was in trouble with a premature engine cut [only half 
the fuel had been used] and a return to earth in just over 2 minutes. He was followed down 30 secs 
later by Colin Shepherd and then John Wingate, both unable to contact any worthwhile lift. David 
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Boddington was unlucky landing just 10 seconds short of 4 minutes. Tony Tomlin, James Parry and 
Tony Coulsdon were all in weak lift, with Geoff Stubbs circling well below at around 200feet.
Suddenly as often happens early in the afternoon, the lift was gone and Geoff Stubbs came down 
landing after 4mins 14secs, followed by James Parry, 37 secs later. The two remaining models 
circled slowly with the winner, Tony Tomlin, recording a time of just one second more than Tony 
Coulsdon, at 5mins 27secs! It is hoped to run up to 10 Tomboy3 competitions this year with 
Tomboy3s being flown at Old Warden at the SAM 35 Vintage Meeting, 22.06.2008, and at the 
Festival of Flight on 28.09.2008. For more information on these events contact Tony Tomlin. Tel 
02086413505 or email pjt2.alt2@btinternet.com 

                                                  
David Kinsella’s Column

VTR 2000
Smiling broadly at his good fortune VTR pilot Noel Stephenson takes 
delivery of his mint-with-papers Rivers Silver Streak, works tuned. 
First with his Philibuster was David Finch who collected £215, six 
bottles, Castrol R, a book and a £25 Xmas Box.  Fastest model was 
Chas Taylor’s Saint (Eta 29).  A great celebration.

Streaker
Mike Smith, Dave Balch and others scored heavily with the Rivers 
Silver Streak in 1960, hoisting Class A at the Nats, Enfield, Sidcup, 
Ramsgate and Tangmere.  £8 15/8 secured a tuned motor from the 
Feltham works (sub piston induction, contoured backplate, likewise on 
the rod end of the crankshaft).  In Class B, however Ken’s killer ETA 29 
was the motor to beat, a stock 29 costing £7 1/11 at the time.

Indy Surprise

Following a lap of the Indy 500 track – it was empty at the time – I was 
surprised to find two Mercedes-Benz GP cars and much silver in a 

magnificent display in the Speedway Museum!  Cared 
for by a local when he raced there, German ace Rudi 
Carraciola, deadly in the wet (der regen meister) willed 
his trophies to the American.  DB was less than pleased 
at first but later offered their Silver Arrows for 
maximum effect.  It’s called style.  Excellent DB aero 
engines were built by Fiat, Alfa and others.
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Rocket Roller
Sun Records, inspired by Oldsmobile’s new V8 sedan, released Rocket 88 by The Delta Cats in 
1951.  This early muscle car and the first rock ‘n’ roll record carried the vital word used by the 
makers of Rocket model aero engines, Olds paying them a gratuity.  The link between pop and speed 
was in place.  Mike Clanford’s book has pictures.

Viscount’s Choice
Made in three countries and operated by a dozen nations, the DH 98 Mosquito (1940 – 1950) was as 
varied in types as its crews.  With links pre Agincourt by a century, the 17th Lord Darcy de Knayth 
was killed in action in a Mosquito in 1943.

Tutor Jack
Young Yanks bolting McCoys into FAST-type racers, first all speed team, would have Wolfman 
Jack on their workshop radios, in his prime the amazing DJ appearing on three radio stations at once! 
His strong signal reached Russia where the KGB listened to improve their English.

Nice to know 
Terry’s ABC of team racers in Speaks is often referred to, as are the many plans he has kindly 
supplied over the years.  Examining the Gee Mac recently I was reminded by the date at the bottom 
that it was drawn up by Barry Evans in 1950 and was second in the big Easter race that year, the 
Brighton meeting inspired by the doings of the FAST boys in California.

Big Cloth Bomber
Airfix in Haldane Place, Wimbledon, excelled in 72nd scale models..  One was the HP 0/400 bomber 
of World War One, even in this scale all of 16 inches span.  One 0/400 helped Lawrence of Arabia, 
others did long-range work and some were converted into the first airliners.  Discovered at 
Alexandra Palace recently my kit sports a fine Roy Cross picture, the bombed-up giant under threat 
from a gaggle of Fokker Triplanes.  Price on the back is 10/6.  Those were the days……

Rowell Again
Quality repro Rowell and Nordec 10cc motors are coming.  Great for car or plane, creation of these 
classics is in the hands of Ian Russell.  The list is growing towards the sixty orders start point, some 
signing for more than one.  We will keep you advised.

Dambusters Again
A remake of The Dambusters is now in pre-production.  With a war record, which includes Arnhem, 
Richard Todd as Gibson wore his uniform well and was perfect as the 617 VC.  Cameras are yet to 
roll.

Get Ready
A fine book signed by Sir Stirling Moss OBE is just one of the many prizes to be won at Old Warden 
in June.  Then there’s cash, bottles, Savoy plates, a Paddington Bear, other rare and signed books, a 
Team race Ted 11, tools, a rare Biggles poster perfect for the den.  All who operate VTR, Speed, 
Fireball, Phantom, Weatherman and Voetsek models will be in with a chance.  Look for the box 
marked ‘Booty’.

Busy Buckle
Colin was making up Falcon kits when we spoke.  From 32 inch to a mighty 96 inch span, 37 Ben 
Buckle Kits (01793 764017) offer a broad spread of Vintage models.  I have a Falcon on order, 
Anderson Spitfire ready!
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The Best
Eighty pages each month of Best of British (01778 342814) is 
a guaranteed good read.  Lawrence’s SS100 Brough Superior 
in model form took a full page in march (GW2275 was 
Lawrence’s seventh Brough – George Brough gave his most 
famous customer a generous discount – and was referred to as 
DV11 or Boanerges, son of thunder.  Often ridden in RAF 
uniform, this 120mph bike is on show at the Imperial war 
Museum, London. 
Brough SS100- Referring to David Kinsella’s mention last month and this of the Brough Superior  
led Roger Cooper to send me details of a recent Bonhams auction where a Brough SS100 sold for 
£150,000.  One hundred and fifty thousand pounds.  (like a cheque I thought I’d spell it out in case 
of confusion or shock).

Tank Fighter
With a camp bed in the office for naps, Kurt Tank’s result – the 

FW190A with BMW’s 18 and the 14-cyl-
inder radial – was a sensation!  Electric 
flaps and other systems, good cockpit and 
big guns staggered the RAF in the Sum-
mer of ’41.  On top for a while like the 
early months of the Confederates eighty 
years before fuselage decoration was full 
blast fantastic for the aces.  Rudders were 
also decorated as pictured here.

Red Knight Gets Two
Harleyford Publications set high standards with their heavyweights on aces, constructors and aero-
planes.  Fifty years on a good example is hard to find.  One or two titles were later published in the 
USA, and rarest of the set of 15 or so is that dealing with marine aircraft of World War One.  Two 
editions were devoted to Manfred von Richthofen.

Tomboys at windy Wimborne         By Tony Tomlin  

The Wimborne MAC held their popular, annual Vintage meeting at their excellent Cashmore site 
near Blandford Forum, Dorset.  Various ‘easy’ competitions were to be held for vintage R/C models 
including the 3rd round of the closely fought, Mills .75 powered Tomboy3s duration event. A similar 
event for the Mills 1.3 Tomboys scaled up to 133% as per David Boddington rules [see Radio Contol 

Model Flyer mag March 2008], was also to be held.                                                                   
Competitors were greeted by a cold wind gusting to a measured 20mph. Luckily there were lulls but 
at no time did the wind drop much below 12 m.p.h. There were around 10 Tomboy3s present, some 
unflown which wisely were left to a better day. Five flyers made the required preliminary flight set at 
one 4 minute max due to the conditions.
Competitors were local flyers James Parry,  Tom Airey and Chris Hague [Chris’s first attempt at 
Tomboy3s],  with Tony Tomlin from Sutton, Surrey and for the first time at  Cashmoor,  Stephen 
Powell from Kings Lynn, Norfolk, last years Tomboy3s League winner. James Parry’s model was 
the same model that had been refurbished after going OOS at last years meeting and recovered after 
“resting” under a hedge for 21 weeks, [renamed Lucky Boy!]
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As the Starter,  Mervyn  Tilbury,  quickly lowered  the  final  10second warning board,  four  of  the 
models got away cleanly. Sadly Stephen Powell’s Indian Mills stopped on the point of launch and 
Stephen’s round trip of 400 miles was in vain. The other four climbed slowly away with ‘Lucky 
Boy’ making very slow progress forward but gaining height rapidly in the blustery, low level air. As 
the engines cut at around  2 ½ minutes, Tom Airey had climbed to a dot with Tony Tomlin at least 
3-400ft below him circling just higher than James Parry. Chris Hague was descending, out of luck 
with the lift and landed at 3mins 31secs  having thoroughly enjoyed the experience of his first flyoff. 
He was followed by James Parry a few seconds under a minute later.
All eyes then looked for the remaining two models. Tom Airey seemed to be ‘parked’ in lift and 
appeared stationary [suggestions were made that he had a secret supply of skyhook!]  Eventually 
Tony Tomlin landed gently on the strip after  8minutes 18secs.  We all  waited [and waited] and 
eventually Tom Airey was the worthy winner with a time of 16minutes 1 second!!
After the excitement of the Tomboys3s and as the wind was increasing, it was decided to have a 
mass launch fly off for the 3 Tomboy Senior fliers, Chris Hague, Tony Tomlin and Tom Airey. All 
models got away well appearing to fly a lot slower than the normal 36” span version. It was thought 
this was probably an optical illusion as, when engines cut at a little over 2minutes, the models had 
climbed to a good but easily visible height. Again this was Tom Airey’s day as he landed at a little 
over 8 minutes, a minute longer than Tony Tomlin. Chris Hague had launched with his engine a little 
rich but returned a time of 4mins 20secs.
All thanks go to Wimborne Club for organising this event and for a very entertaining days flying, 
with incidentally a great lunchtime barbeque!!!

Wimborne Vintage R/C 18 May 2008

Following  on  from  last  year  WMAC  organised  another  Vintage  R/C  day.   Metcheck  for  the 
preceding week ranged from good to not good.  On the day it was ok, sort of.  The only niggle was a 
breeze which was annoying rather than too strong to fly.
This  was  a  fun fly  event  but  with  one  or  two comps  those  being  Tomboy 3,  Tomboy MP jet, 
precision and Tomboy Snr.
Numbers attending were about double of last year with about 26 attending with models.
My pingies are wearing out from typing so on to the photos, unfortunately I didn’t take many and 
those I did don’t reflect the meeting.

                           
Mervyn Tilbury’s models                    Last month I included a Cresta plan well here is a 2x version.
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                                    This model has designed and flown in 1938, 

                                                                                           Alex J Barter, Australia, on the wing.

                           

                          
                                               Tony’s Meson and Wee Snifter
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Abridged letter from Phil Smith

I love the photo on the frontpiece (last S&T) of Bryan Passey’s Veron Wyvern with its ‘own’ unusu-
al décor based on Invasion schemes.  I too have pictures of this and other control line models of his, I 
was responsible for in the Veron range, including a very neat two-seat version of the Sea Fury.  I also 
have photos of his showing a steam loco he built and ran as a passenger carrying line in about 10” 
gauge near to his home in Lochgilphead.  Quite an accomplished Engineer!  On page 20, a photo of 
his described “Slicker Major”, which of course it isn’t!  It’s a Southerner Major, but very appealing 
too!  (This was pointed out by quite a few readers JP).
Nice photo on page 26 of my original no. 1 Cardinal with its Amco .87 cc Diesel.   Originated about 
1949 and kitted soon after, no less than 170,000 were sold – but this of course must be viewed in the 
context of sales over the 34 years I was with them as designer!  Large numbers went overseas as we 
had agents in most countries, most trade being exports.  The Bowden model is the Meteorite, the 
wing of which is actually original which adorned the model hanging in the shop window of ‘B.M. 
Models’ (run by Grace Bowden) in Westover Road, Bournemouth, just at the end of the war and for 
several years after.  It has an A.M. 10 up front!  And flies very stately and stabily with its wing tip 
slots – typical of Col. Bowden’s designs.
By the way, the repro of Brian Cox’s plan of the Dr. J.P.F. Forster’s Mermaid sea-plane is very much 
showing its age.  I do have a clean copy of Col. Bowden’s own plan (which I rescued from his estate) 
which is in very much better condition – if anyone is interested to re-create this classic.  I also have 
many photos of Dr. J.P.F. and the model from albums via the Col. As they were boon companions 
and flew together over the waters of Porlock Weir in North Somerset.  Grace Bowden was one of the 
daughters of the Vicar of Porlock – hence the association!

         
Phil in 1948 with ED Comp powered Sea Fury                          Dr J F P Forster with Mermaid 11

          
Mermaid B-Cyclone wind driven timer                 Ohllson 60 on Neptune with radio post-war.
                                                                                          Previously on Mermaid
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Mermaid 11 in June 1941                                        Dr J F P Forster launching a model at Porlock Bay

Forthcoming events

7 June St Albans R/C assist vintage meeting
8 June Eastbourne radio assist meeting at Ripe, Deanland.
15 June R/C assist at Cocklebarrow
21/22 June SAM Gala at Old Warden
22 June Middle Wallop
28/29 June Wings and wheels

Tomboy League Results to date after three events

Tony Tomlin 36 points

Tom Airey 26 points

James Parry 24 points

Geoff Stubbs 18 points

Tony Coulsdon 14 points

Stephen Powell 12 points

David Boddington 8 points

John Wingate 6 points

Chris Hague 4 points

Colin Shepherd 4 points

Toby Collis 4 points

Next event at St Albans 7 June but the big one at Cocklebarrow on 15 June where hopefully the 
weather will be perfect and as last year 12+ in the fly off.
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Anyone who can send in an article, plan, photos etc please do, so as to keep some variety in the 
newsletter.

Next S&T will be sent out last Tuesday of the month pm.
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